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Outline 

 Understanding the accelerated expansion of the 
Universe: Dark Energy ? 

 Content of the Universe 

 Probing very large scales back in time 

 The ESA-Euclid mission  

 The NISP imager and spectrograph 

 Euclid: a complex experiment in space 



Dark energy: one of the biggest 
questions of today’s Physics 

Accelerated expansion of 
the Universe 
 

Dark energy 
 
2/3 of the Universe 
content 
 

What is its origin? 

Credit: Planck/Rhys Taylor & Sylvain de la Torre 



Acceleration of the expansion: 
An immense surprise… 

 Demonstration using 
Supernovae as standard 
candles 

 Objects with known 
luminosity 

 Observed to be dimmer 
than in an empty universe  

 Postulate: there is a 
positive vacuum energy to 
accelerate the expansion 



What produces the accelerated 
expansion ? 
 

Cosmological constant = 
Dark Energy 
 
Nature of Dark Energy ? 

Modify Gravitation ? 
 
General relativity 
incomplete ? 

or 

Need to probe the Universe on the largest scales 



The Euclid mission of the 
European Space Agency 

Why ? 
 Map the geometry of the Universe 

 Nature of Dark Energy and Dark Matter 

 Employ complementary cosmology probes 
 Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations 
 Weak gravitational lensing 
 Redshift space distorsions 

How ? 
 3D map of the Universe: 15000deg² in imaging and 

spectroscopy 
 Back 10 billion years in the history of the Universe 



 



 

From Y. Mellier, Euclid lead 



 



Euclid « All sky » survey 

Galactic Plane 

Deep 
~40 deg2 

Wide Extragalactic 
15,000 deg2 

 

All the extragalactic sky (away from the Milky Way) 
> 1 billion galaxy images 
> 40 million galaxy redshifts 
To z~2: 10 billion years back 
 



 



A space technology 
challenge 

 Telescope 1.2m 
diameter 

 Cooled to 100K 

 Send at Lagrange L2 
point 

 Instrumentation: 

 Visible cameraa 

 IR camera 

 IR spectrograph (LAM 
with CPPM) 



 



 



NISP: the Near-Infrared 
imager and spectrograph 

 0.55x0.55 deg² 

 Imager: YJH bands 

 Slitless spectrograph 1.2 to 1.85 microns 

 To get H 



NISP slitless spectroscopy 

 3 red gratings (1.2-1.85m), 1 blue grating 
(0.95-1.25 m) 

 Different orientations to remove overlap 

 Wide survey: 3x10^-16  erg/cm²/sec  

 Deep survey: 10x deeper 



 



Hope: measure cosmological 
parameters at % level 

Combining probes 

 

Modify Gravity ? 

Towards a new revolution 
in Physics ? 

 

A very exciting time for 
Cosmology and Physics  



Wait and see ! 

 Launch 2020 

 7 years nominal survey 

 

 


